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Abstract. The cache configuration is an important concern affecting the
performance of sorting algorithms. In this paper, we give a performance
evaluation of cache tuned time efficient sorting algorithms. We focus on the
Level 1 and Level 2 cache performance of memory tuned versions of both
merge sort and quicksort running on data sets having various sizes and
probability distributions. The algorithms are simulated in different cache
configurations, including a Pentium 4 processor configuration, by using
Valgrind simulator. Besides, we propose a new merge sort algorithm design
which aims to decrease run time by reducing Level 1 cache misses.
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1 Introduction
Sorting operation [1-13] is commonly used in mathematics and computer sciences
as well. Sorting functions are generally implemented as top-level definitions to be
called whenever required in any software program or mathematical application. There
are two main performance issues for a sorting algorithm: time and space complexity.
Although there is a theoretical trade-off between those two issues, practical sorting
implementations try to balance the effects and provide efficient running time results.
There may be some different hardware configurations for the sorting codes to be executed in more performance-effective manner. In this concept, cache configuration is
an important concern affecting the performance of sorting algorithms.
In this paper, we introduce a comprehensive performance evaluation of cache tuned
time efficient sorting algorithms. We cover the Level 1 and Level 2 cache performance of memory tuned versions of both merge sort [2] and quicksort [8] running on
data sets having various sizes and probability distributions. The algorithms are simulated in different cache configurations, including a Pentium 4 processor configuration
[14]. The data and instruction miss counts on Level 1 and Level 2 caches are measured with the time consumption for each algorithm by using Valgrind simulator [15].
Besides, we give the design of a new proposed merge sort algorithm which aims to
decrease run time by reducing Level 1 misses.

2 Related Work
Sorting algorithms effect run time and efficiency of operations in which they are
used. If the algorithms are qualified, it may result with a decreased running times. The
traditional method which is accepted to be the most effective way of qualifying algorithms to reduce run time is decreasing the number of instructions in the algorithm.
Although reducing the instruction number of any algorithm has a positive effect on its
running time, it is not possible to state that it supplies enough improvement for sorting
algorithms. The approach in which the reality of cache usage in sorting algorithms is
considered to reduce running time of sorting operations was stated firstly by LaMarca
and Ladner [9-11], restudied by Xiao et al. [12].
Basic merge sort algorithm which is designed as divide and conquer paradigm is a
comparative sort algorithm with O(nlogn) complexity. Multi merge sort and tiled
merge sort algorithms take account of cache properties and reduce running time by
reducing the memory access rates or cache miss rates. Multi merge sort algorithm
merges all sub arrays in one operation. In tiled merge sort algorithm, the data is divided in two sub arrays and the arrays are sorted between each other. Conceptually
based on those algorithms, Xiao et al. [12] proposed their padding versions. Tiled
merge sort with padding organizes data locations to decrease the collision miss rate.
Multi merge sort with TLB padding aims to reduce TLB misses created by multi
merge sort algorithm. As the initials of cache effected quicksort algorithms, LaMarca
and Ladner [9-11] proposed memory tuned quicksort and multi quicksort. To further
improve the quicksort performance, Xiao et al. [12] examined flash quicksort and
inplaced flash quicksort, which are basically some kinds of integration of flash sort
and quicksort algorithms. For the procedural details of these cache effected merge sort
and quicksort algorithms, related studies [9-12] can be dissected.
In a general cache configuration design, main properties to decide on are basically
as follows: capacity, line size, associativity, multi-level design. Considering those
configuration issues, cache effected algorithms can be simulated by Valgrind [15] and
Cachegrind which is a Valgrind tool that detects miss rates by simulating Level 1 and
Level 2 caches.

3 Experiments
3.1 Approach
To investigate the cache performances and effect of cache usage on merge sort and
quicksort derivations, the following algorithms are examined in in Valgrind simulator:
base merge sort, tiled merge sort, multi merge sort, and tiled merge sort with padding;
base flash sort, flash quicksort, inplaced flash quicksort, and memory tuned quicksort.
We simulated the algorithms in 2-level cache with different configurations.
As a top-view prescription of our approach, we have 3 phases: cache configuration,
simulation of the corresponding sorting algorithms within the selected configuration

with different data set distributions, simulation of the algorithms with Pentium 4 cache
configuration.
Each different experiment is repeated 5 times and the average values are used to
evaluate the corresponding algorithm. The data miss rates of Level 1 and Level 2
caches of each algorithm are used to observe the cache performances. The running
times of the implementations are also measured. It is expected that although all merge
sort implementations have the same time complexity of O(nlogn), the algorithms,
which have more misses in the last level of the cache and have more accesses to the
main memory, result with higher values of running times. It is also expected that flash
sort supported quicksort algorithms run faster than merge sort variations.

3.2 Simulations and Results
Determining the configuration. In the cache configuration phase, we first arranged
the appropriate capacities of our Level 1 and Level 2 caches in 1-way associative
design through simulating the base merge sort algorithm for random input data sets
with N:{1024, 10240, 102400, 1024000}. 10 different configurations with the following set of parameters are simulated: parameterSet:{ capacityL2:{256 KB, 512 KB},
capacityL1:{32 KB, 64 KB, 128 KB}, lineSize:{64 B, 128 B} }. Among them, a
configuration with L2 of 512 KB, L1 of 128 KB, and line size of 128 B is chosen
according to its fastest average run time result per input element. Then, this configuration is examined with the following set associativity values: {1-way, 2-way, 4-way, 8way, full-associative}. Among them, 4-way set associative cache configuration is
selected according to its fastest average run time and smallest average miss rate results.
Simulations of various sorting alternatives with selected configuration. In the
second phase, we first simulated base merge sort, tiled merge sort, and multi merge
sort with different sizes of random data sets to compare the performance results; then
we compared the best (according to miss rates) two among those merge sort algorithms with several input data sets of various distributions.
Base merge sort, tiled merge sort and multi merge sort algorithms are utilized on the
selected cache configuration. Table 1 gives L1 and L2 miss rates and sorting run times
(in microseconds) per element for random data sets with N=1024, 10240, 102400,
1024000. L1 misses in Table 1 include both instruction and data misses.
In Table 1, it is shown that miss rates are lower in tiled merge sort and multi merge
sort compared to base merge sort as expected. Multi merge sort algorithm gives the
lowest miss rate in randomly distributed data set. In order to examine the effect of
distribution of data sets according to possible miss rates, the two best of three algorithms in Table 1, tiled merge sort and multi merge sort algorithms, are applied to
randomly, equilikely, poisson and zero distributed data sets. Zero distribution refers
the distribution in which all data values are equal to 0 (zero) and equilikely distribution is the uniform distribution. Since there is not enough space in this paper to present
the detailed measurement results, only a concise summary of the results is given as

follows: Multi merge sort gives better run time results only in poisson distribution and
for all other distributions tiled merge sort generates better run times.

multi
tiled
base
merge sort merge sort merge sort

Table 1. The results of several merge sort algorithms on selected cache configuration
Average Miss Rate
and Run Time

1024

10240

102400

1024000

L2 miss rate
L1 miss rate

0.1
0.27

0
0.2

0.1
0.3

0.1
0.3

0.08
0.27

Run Time
L2 miss rate
L1 miss rate

31.22
0.1
0.27

27.84
0
0.1

34.05
0
0.1

38.96
0
0.1

33.02
0.03
0.14

Run Time
L2 miss rate
L1 miss rate

32,74
0.1
0.27

23,74
0
0.1

33.99
0
0

41.96
0
0.1

33.11
0.03
0.12

Run Time

32.28

28.95

46.32

65.32

43.22

Besides, we simulated the quicksort and flash sort variations to compare the cache
effected quicksort algorithms. It is expected that flash sort supported quicksort algorithms run faster than merge sort variations. The comparisons are evaluated regarding
to cache miss rates and run times of the algorithms.
Flash sort, flash quicksort, inplaced flash quicksort and memory tuned quicksort algorithms are simulated on randomly distributed data sets. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 include the
sorting time and miss rate results of the simulations for several different sorting algorithms on randomly distributed different sized data sets, respectively.

Fig. 1. Sorting run times (in microseconds) per input element of various sorting algorithms

Fig. 2. Cache miss rates of various sorting algorithms

In Fig. 1, the vertical axis is the sorting time in microseconds per one input element;
whereas in Fig. 2, the values of the vertical axis refer to miss rates for corresponding
size of data sets. The horizontal axis is the corresponding total element size of input
data set. As mentioned in the study of Xiao et al. [12], although flash quicksort algorithm produces high miss rates (shown in Fig. 2), the sorting running time is lower
compared to other quicksort alternatives in large data sets (shown in Fig. 1). Flash sort
and flash quicksort algorithms have same results. It is also shown in Fig. 2 that memory tuned quicksort algorithm gives the lowest miss rates as expected.
A more realistic case. In the last experimentation step, a more realistic case, 2level cache structure of Northwood core Pentium 4 processor architecture [14] is
simulated. Level 1 cache is configured as 4-way set associative with a total capacity
of 8 K, which has a line size of 64 Bytes; Level 2 cache is used as 8-way set associative with a capacity of 256 K, and with the line size of 128 Bytes. Base merge sort,
tiled merge sort, multi merge sort and tiled merge sort with padding algorithms are
simulated with several data sets of 1 K to 4 M. The detailed simulation results can be
found in related previous study of authors [13]. Among those merge sort alternatives,
multi merge sort algorithm offers better miss rate performances for data sizes less than
1 M; however, tiled merge sort is more scalable for larger data sets; on the other side,
the best run time performance is obtained by tiled merge sort with padding algorithm.

4 New Proposed Algorithm
According to our simulation results, we may conclude that the most important factor
which effects the running time is L1 cache miss count. From our measurements, we
obtained that tiling method performs well with regarding L1 cache misses. In this
section, we propose some procedural modifications on tiled merge sort algorithm to
reach better performance by decreasing L1 cache miss rates. To further improve the
performance, we propose to make the following operations instead of using basic
merge sort algorithm after tiling operation:

Assume that we have m arrays each with size s that equals to half of the size of the
L1 cache. Also assume that these arrays are numbered from 0 to m-1. If we merge and
sort all arrays into the array 0, then array 0 has the first sorted portion of the array. We
make the same operations for the other arrays then the target array becomes sorted.
We need to make m(m-1)/2 merge operations totally. In this way, we aim to achieve
merging operation on L1 data cache to reduce read misses and we aim to avoid write
misses which occur while writing to the target array. The code for our new proposed
algorithm is given below where this algorithm can be integrated with tiled merge sort.
New Proposed Algorithm
begin
w=min;
m=n/w;
source=a;
for (i=0;i<m-1;i++){
k=i*m;
for (j=(i+1);j<m;j++){
j1=k;
jj2=j2+w;
j2=j*w;
jj3=j2+w;
while ((j1<jj2)&&(j2<jj3)){
if (source[j1]<=source[j2])
j1++;
else{
temp=source[j1];
source[j1]=source[j2];
source[j2]=temp;
j2++;
}
}
if (j1==jj2){
while (j2<jj3)
source[j1++]=source[j2++];
}
if (j2==jj3) j1=jj2;
}
}
if (target==a){
for (i=0; i<n; i++)
a[i]=b[i];
}
end

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we first provided a survey of cache effected sorting algorithms. Secondly, we provided simulation results including basic merge sort algorithm, tiled
merge sort algorithm, multi merge sort algorithm and tiled merge sort with padding
algorithm using Valgrind simulator. We also simulated those various merge sort algorithms on different input data set distributions as random, equilikely, poisson, and zero
distributions. As a general conclusion of those simulation experiments among merge
sort variations, tiled merge sort performance seems appropriate based on the average
of sorting time and cache miss rate results.
It’s known that basic quicksort wins against basic merge sort in general runnig time.
To observe the performance differences between alternative quicksort and flash sort
variations, we simulated the miss rates and running times of flash sort, flash quicksort,
inplaced flash quicksort, and memory tuned quicksort. Among them flash sort has
greater miss rates, however it leads better running times than quicksort,
We also provided the simulation results of various merge sort alternatives based on
Pentium 4 configuration. The instruction miss rate on L1 cache performance is nearly
same for merge sort algorithms. Tiled merged algorithm performs best among other
algorithms considering L1 data cache miss rate. Although multi merge sort algorithms
performs best considering L2 data cache miss count, it has the worst performance
when L1 data cache count is considered thus its overall run time performance is worst
among other merge sort algorithms. Overall, tiled merge sort with padding algorithm
performs best in run time. Overall findings in our simulations are consistent with the
findings and evaluations pointed in the studies by LaMarca and Ladner [9-11], and
Xiao et al. [12].
We also proposed a new algorithm to further reduce the wall clock time and showed
its design in this paper. Our work is ongoing and we are planning to implement the
proposed algorithm and compare with the other merge sort algorithms.
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